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d at the large scale, high speed wind tunnel of the Politecnico di Milano (Italy), 
l) configuration. The velocity field in the wake of the rotor was also fully 
rumented traversing system, to investigate the flow distribution downstream of 

scription of the experimental set-up and of the measured data, so that the 
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rrent status as mature sites will be necessary for future sustained growth [10], the influ-
ver 6 MW [2,3] (with to that of rotor diameter, due to the well-known cubic relation
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l wind turbine genera- ence of the wind speed being even more pronounced with respect
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incremental improvements in the power output have continuously
been sought through the aerodynamic optimization of rotor blade
design [5,6], it has been definitively accepted that major gains in
rated power can only be achieved by increasing the swept area of
the rotor [7]. Hence, a massive rise in the dimension of high-scale
wind turbines has been registered during the last 30 years, up to
well over 100 m diameters [3,8,9].

On the other hand, locating wind turbines on high potential
rements 
mark data
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And this is actually why offshore wind power has become firmly
established as a mainstream electricity source, thanks to higher
wind speeds and less competition for space with respect to land
based wind farms [12e14].

Nevertheless, although the prospects for such installations are
promising in the long term, the technology faces a number of
challenges, such as the exploitation of wind resources at deep-
water offshore sites (i.e. water depths greater than 60 m [15]),
where traditional fixed-base designs are no more economically
feasible. To get around this problem, floating platforms for offshore
wind turbines have been conceived starting from the early 70s [16]
and nowadays appear definitively competitive in terms of levelized
cost of energy (LCoE) with respect to traditional sub-sea founda-
tions [17].

So far, offshore wind energy conversion systems have relied on
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Table 1
Summary of the main experimental campaigns conducted on VAWTs operating in
skewed flow and comparison with the hereby proposed measurements.

Ref. Year Rotor power Rotor thrust Flow measurement

[37] 2003 Yes No No
[40] 2006 No Yes Yes
[41] 2009 No No Yes
Present work 2015 Yes Yes Yes
conventional three-bladed horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs):
as a matter of fact, even though extensive research programs on
Darrieus rotors were undertaken in the late 70s/early 80s [18e23],
any attempts to replace common HAWTs with alternative config-
urations failed. Nevertheless, the set-up of vertical-axis wind tur-
bines (VAWTs) may provide key advantages in off-shore
configurations, by allowing to place the (heavy) generator (and the
related components) at the base of the tower; this lowers the
topside centre of gravity, thus reducing the platform stability re-
quirements (for a detailed analysis of the potential balance-of-
station cost savings due to a reduced platform size, the reader is
referred to [24e26]).

Several novel configurations for floating VAWTs have been
proposed recently [27e33]. In this scenario, the FP7 European
granted DeepWind Project appears as the most radical departure in
wind turbine design for 30 years to date, combining a high-scale
(5 MW, even though a further potential increment up to 20 MW
is under consideration) troposkien-shaped VAWT with a floating
platform as a foundation, encompassing a direct drive subsea
generator [27e30]. Furthermore, the DeepWind concept was
introduced at a time (2010) when important emerging technologies
(such as floating spar buoy andmooring system, direct drive subsea
generator, highly-controlled pultrusion process for blade
manufacturing) were addressed and were integrated into its design
with the aim of obtaining a less expensive turbine than conven-
tional competitors.

A crucial design requirement of the DeepWind concept is the
limitation of heel angle within 14� [31]; even though the floating
platform implements the spar technology [32] and the low centre
of gravity guarantees a large overdriving moment, the rotor is ex-
pected to tilt during operation, acting as a gyro and describing an
elliptical trajectory on the water plane [33]. Such issue raises
several concerns about the aerodynamic behaviour of the turbine,
prompting for further investigations aiming at a deeper compre-
hension of skewed flow VAWT operation due to a tilted rotor
arrangement.

In the present study, a scaled model of the DeepWind turbine is
tested by resorting to dedicated wind tunnel experiments in both
upright and tilted configurations, to investigate the turbine per-
formance and to quantify the impact of a 15� tilting, as extreme
rotor tilt angle. The paper is structured as follows: after a Literature
survey, the turbine model and the experimental set-up are
described in detail; then the results are presented in terms of force/
power exchange, turbine overall performance and wake flow field
for both upright and tilted configurations.

2. Literature survey of VAWT experiments in skewed flow

As an emerging research field related to offshore semi-
submersible installations, there are little to no historical data on
tilted VAWToperation, except for the computational study of Wang
et al. [34], who proposed some modifications to the well-known
double multiple streamtube model [35,36] with the aim of simu-
lating the behaviour of a tilted rotor.

Nevertheless, even though the simplification of a tilted VAWT in
a skewed flow does not fully model the actual operation in the
urban condition (rotors operating on flat rooftops), relevant infor-
mation can be derived from studies on small-scale VAWTs oper-
ating within the built environment. Far from being just
foundations, buildings may play an active role in increasing the
turbine conversion rate, which can profit from the local flow ac-
celeration due to boundary layer separation at the windward roof
edge [37]; furthermore, the velocity vector on top of high-rise
buildings is skewed by 10� to 20� with respect to the horizontal
[37], a value close to the maximum predicted tilt angle (15�) of the
DeepWind rotor during operation.
Operation of VAWTs in skewed flow conditions has been

experimentally investigated on building augmented wind turbines
(BAWTs) [37e39], which feature machines installed on the flat roof
on top of mid-to high-rise buildings. Mertens et al. [37] performed
experiments on a two-bladedH-Darrieus turbine both in horizontal
and skewed flow, registering an increase (close to 30%) in the
aerodynamic performance for skew angles between 20� and 30�.
This result was explained by resorting to the three-dimensional
architecture of the H-Darrieus layout, which leads to an increase
of the energy extracting area in skewed flow. Further in-
vestigations, using a blade element - momentum (BEM) approach,
suggest that the local induction factors might rise above 0.5 in
skewed conditions, requiring the implementation of empirical
corrections (see Ref. [7]) on the thrust force to overcome the
breakdown of momentum theory. Presently such relations are still
not known for skewed flows, calling for the experimental deter-
mination of the thrust on tilted rotor blades to calibrate BEM codes.

Ferreira et al. [40,41] investigated the behaviour of a couple of
two-bladed H-Darrieus rotors, in both non-skewed and skewed
flow, by measuring the aerodynamic thrust and assuming the tor-
que to vary with the same tendency (see also [42]). Velocity mea-
surements with particle image velocimetry and hot wires,
performed by the same authors, confirmed that additional aero-
dynamic power is obtained in skewed flow conditions, and sug-
gested that such extra-power is achieved during the rear portion of
the revolution, in the area which is not shadowed by the wake
generated during the upwind blade passage.

Using a vorticity transport model, Scheurich and Brown [43]
numerically simulated the aerodynamic performance and wake dy-
namics of different VAWT architectures in both non-skewed and
skewed flow, arguing a skewed convection of the wake during obli-
que flow operation, thereby allowing a portion of each blade to
operate entirely in unperturbed conditions. As a consequence, an
increased power production was obtained, especially at higher tip
speed ratios, since skewed flow caused the vortical structures in the
wake tobesweptefficientlyaway fromthe rotationalblade trajectory.

Table 1 shows a summary of the aforementioned extensive wind
tunnel campaigns conducted on VAWTs operating in skewed flow: a
certain lack of experimental data is readily seen, calling for a simul-
taneous measurement of power and thrust, thus allowing the vali-
dation of numerical codes based on the BEM approach, as well as the
measurement of wake velocities, which can help the calibration of
both CFD and vortex methods. Moreover, it is worth noting that
research on rotor aerodynamics and performance behaviour of a
troposkien VAWT in skewed flow still remains a challenge. The pre-
sent experimental campaign aims at filling this gap through a
simultaneous measurement of aerodynamic power and thrust (both
in streamwise and transversal directions), while providing a full
characterizationof thevelocityand turbulencefield in the rotorwake.

3. Methodology

3.1. The DeepWind demonstrator

To support the development of the DeepWind project, a 1 kW



Fig. 1. Quoted drawing of the DeepWind demonstrator for wind tunnel testing; a
quoted drawing (out of scale) of the blade section is also shown, evidencing the po-
sition of the blade longitudinal axis and its cylindrical coordinates (r,z) collected in
Table 3.
demonstrator was manufactured, aimed at exploring some crucial
technological and operational aspects. Table 2 summarises the
main geometric features and inertial properties of the rotor, char-
acterized by three glass fibre blades (laid up over a central foam
core, see Ref. [44]) extending from hub to hub, see Fig. 1. To provide
future computational investigations with a complete set of infor-
mation about rotor blade modelling, Table 3 summarises the
planform geometry of the blade longitudinal axis (visible in Fig. 1,
placed in c/4 along the chord line and in half thickness of the blade),
deriving from an ideal troposkien shape (due to the small rotor size,
the effect of gravity was considered negligible with respect to
centrifugal forces caused by rotation), characterized by a height/
diameter ratio b ¼ H/2Req¼ 0.97, which is typical of troposkien
architectures: see Ref. [18] (b ¼ H/2Req¼ 0.98) and [21] (b ¼ H/
2Req¼ 1.02) for similar rotors from the literature, while for further
details about the ideal troposkien geometry (where b ¼ H/
2Req¼ 0.99) see Ref. [45,46]).

3.2. Description of the experimental set-up

The present experimental campaign was conducted at the
Politecnico di Milano (IT) large scale - high speed wind tunnel. It
consists of a closed-loop facility with a working section of 4.00 m
width, 3.84 m height and 6.00 m length, where up to 55 m/s wind
speeds can be provided by means of two arrays of multiple fans
working in parallel.

Considering the dimension of the turbine with respect to that of
the chamber (the solid blockage, defined as the ratio between the
frontal rotor area and that of the wind tunnel, would have exceed
17%) the hereby proposed measurements were performed using a
”free jet” (open) configuration. Such a layout was obtained by
removing the test room (upstream the diffuser leading to the arrays
of fans) and positioning the rotor directly facing the upstream
tunnel. High flow quality was assured by a combination of honey-
combs and anti-turbulence screens, with a measured freestream
turbulence intensity (at the inlet of the open test section) lower
than 1%. Fig. 2 illustrates a side view of the open chamber, showing
also the DeepWind demonstrator rotor during both design (up-
right) and tilted operation; a dimensional scheme of the experi-
mental facility and rotor set up is also reported in Fig. 3.

Even though tests were performed in free-jet configuration, the
relatively high solid blockage (raising to 18.4% by including the
upper part of the hull in the frontal turbine area) might affect the
present experiments. Therefore a quantification was performed to
estimate the impact of free-jet blockage in the present
Table 2
Main geometric features and mass properties of the DeepWind
demonstrator rotor.

Blade profile DU-06-W200
Req [m] 1.014
H [m] 1.902
Rotational direction Anticlockwise
As [m2] 2.63
t [m] 0.020
c [m] 0.101
s [�] 0.310
Blade attachment point* c/4
Dpole [m] 0.150
Hpole [m] 2.055
tf lange [m] 0.010
df lange [m] 0.170
Df lange [m] 0.246
M [kg] 27
Iz [kgm2] 3.8

* Along the chord line.
configuration; Merker and Wiedemann developed a model to es-
timate the open-jet blockage of non rotating bluff bodies [47],
which is now applied in the formulation adapted and proposed in
Ref. [48]. According to the model, a blockage correction coefficient
is defined as the ratio between the open-field wind speed (V

0
∞) and

the open-jet wind speed (V∞) that induces the same forces on the
turbine blades; this correction can be expressed as the sum of three
contributions:

V
0
∞

V∞
¼ 1þ εS þ εN þ εC (1)

which are defined and quantified as follows:

� jet expansion induced velocity coefficient around the body
εS ¼ �0.0026,

� nozzle induced velocity coefficient due to the model position
εN ¼ 0.0047,

� collector induced velocity coefficient due to the model position
εC ¼ 0.0295.

Even though some contributions have different signs, the global
blockage correction coefficient is positive andamounts to about 3.2%,
meaning that a few percent lower wind speed would be required in
the present tests to recover the open field configuration. However,
such correction is quantitatively very small (probably comparable to
theuncertaintyof themodel itself,which ishere applied inadifferent
context with respect to that of its original conception) and its impact
on thrust and power would be even smaller, hence no blockage
correction was applied to the present data.

3.2.1. Test bench instrumentation
Rotor torque and thrust measurements were performed using a



Table 3
Cylindrical coordinates of rotor blade longitudinal axis along 101 blade sections, according to Fig. 1. The longitudinal axis is placed in c/4 along the chord line and in half
thickness of the blade.

Station [�] r [m] z [m] Station [�] r [m] z [m] Station [�] r [m] z [m] Station [�] r [m] z [m]

1 0.0000 0.9800 26 0.2534 0.8389 51 0.5069 0.6838 76 0.7603 0.4877
2 0.0101 0.9744 27 0.2636 0.8331 52 0.5170 0.6770 77 0.7704 0.4781
3 0.0203 0.9689 28 0.2737 0.8272 53 0.5271 0.6702 78 0.7805 0.4683
4 0.0304 0.9633 29 0.2838 0.8213 54 0.5373 0.6633 79 0.7907 0.4583
5 0.0405 0.9577 30 0.2940 0.8155 55 0.5474 0.6563 80 0.8008 0.4481
6 0.0507 0.9522 31 0.3041 0.8095 56 0.5575 0.6493 81 0.8110 0.4376
7 0.0608 0.9466 32 0.3142 0.8036 57 0.5677 0.6421 82 0.8211 0.4268
8 0.0710 0.9410 33 0.3244 0.7976 58 0.5778 0.6350 83 0.8312 0.4157
9 0.0811 0.9354 34 0.3345 0.7916 59 0.5879 0.6277 84 0.8414 0.4043
10 0.0912 0.9298 35 0.3447 0.7856 60 0.5981 0.6203 85 0.8515 0.3925
11 0.1014 0.9242 36 0.3548 0.7795 61 0.6082 0.6129 86 0.8616 0.3803
12 0.1115 0.9186 37 0.3649 0.7734 62 0.6184 0.6054 87 0.8718 0.3677
13 0.1216 0.913 38 0.3751 0.7673 63 0.6285 0.5978 88 0.8819 0.3547
14 0.1318 0.9074 39 0.3852 0.7611 64 0.6386 0.5900 89 0.8921 0.3410
15 0.1419 0.9018 40 0.3953 0.7549 65 0.6488 0.5822 90 0.9022 0.3268
16 0.1521 0.8961 41 0.4055 0.7487 66 0.6589 0.5743 91 0.9123 0.3119
17 0.1622 0.8905 42 0.4156 0.7424 67 0.6690 0.5663 92 0.9225 0.2961
18 0.1723 0.8848 43 0.4258 0.7361 68 0.6792 0.5581 93 0.9326 0.2795
19 0.1825 0.8791 44 0.4359 0.7297 69 0.6893 0.5498 94 0.9427 0.2617
20 0.1926 0.8734 45 0.4460 0.7233 70 0.6995 0.5414 95 0.9529 0.2425
21 0.2027 0.8677 46 0.4562 0.7168 71 0.7096 0.5328 96 0.9630 0.2216
22 0.2129 0.8620 47 0.4663 0.7103 72 0.7197 0.5241 97 0.9732 0.1984
23 0.2230 0.8562 48 0.4764 0.7038 73 0.7299 0.5153 98 0.9833 0.1720
24 0.2332 0.8505 49 0.4866 0.6972 74 0.7400 0.5063 99 0.9934 0.1406
25 0.2433 0.8447 50 0.4967 0.6905 75 0.7501 0.4971 100 1.0036 0.0995

101 1.0137 0.0000

Fig. 2. Side view of the Politecnico di Milano open chamber, showing also the tested rotor arrangement for both design (left) and tilted (right) operating conditions.
high precision test bench (see Fig. 4 and Table 4), which was
instrumented on a shaft below the lowest blade support, using the
following calibrated sensors:

� 2 strain gauge bridges, installed on the supporting mast, to
measure both streamwise and transversal aerodynamic thrusts;

� an absolute encoder, to provide both rotational speed and rotor
phase (i.e. the azimuthal position of the reference blade);

� a precision torquemeter to measure the mechanical torque at
rotor shaft.

The main characteristics of the measurement sensors are
reported in Table 4. An 8-poles synchronous motor/generator with
a rated power of 8.6 kW was mounted on the power train (see
Fig. 4) and controlled by an inverter to guarantee constant rota-
tional speed during the tests. Datawere acquired by a Compact-RIO
device (National Instruments, NI cRIO-9082). A sampling and log-
ging frequency of 2000 Hz was adopted, that is 133 times (at
300 rpm) and 200 times (at 200 rpm) faster than the 3P aero-
dynamic frequency of the VAWT. While instantaneous (local)
aerodynamic data were registered as a function of time, averaged
torque and thrust were obtained registering 3 min time series for
each rotor operating condition. The interested reader is referred to
[48] for mode details about the data acquisition and data



Fig. 3. Scheme of the experimental facility and rotor set up. As in Fig. 4, the strain gauges application points (SGAPs) are represented, both in upright and tilted operating conditions.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the test bench instrumentation, showing the thrust
application point and its distance d from the strain gauges.
processing techniques.
An aerodynamically-shaped hull was positioned around the

measurement train. Fig. 5 shows both plan and side views of the
hull, thus providing future computational studies with a complete
modelling of the experimental set up.
3.2.2. Traversing system
Wake measurements were performed in a vertical YWM� ZWM

plane, located 1.5 diameters downstream of the rotor test section,
and two computer-controlled measurement systems (see Fig. 6)
were adopted to measure the time averaged and time-resolved
flow field:

� a directional pneumatic five hole probe, capable of measuring the
time-averaged pressure field and the 3D velocity vector. The
probe was calibrated on a low speed jet over an angular range of
±24� for the yaw angle, i.e. the one between the horizontal
(YWM) and the streamwise (XWM) velocity components, and of
±12� for the pitch angle, i.e. the one between the vertical (ZWM)
and the streamwise (XWM) velocity components. Uncertainty in
pressure measurements resulted lower than 5 Pa, while an un-
certainty of 0.2� was evaluated for flow angle measurements;

� two single sensor hot wire anemometers, characterized by 5 mm
diameter sensor wires, operated in constant temperature mode.
One of the hot wire probes was mounted vertically and was
rotated in multiple angular positions to achieve, via directional
calibration, the time-resolved measurements of velocity
magnitude and horizontal flow angle. The second hot wire
probe was mounted in streamwise direction, so to achieve a
direct velocity measurement avoiding any specific directional
calibration. Uncertainty in the velocity measurement resulted
about 2% after calibration in a low-speed jet. The turbulence
intensity (based on turbulent velocity component in streamwise
direction) was also extracted by time-resolved hot wire
measurements.



Table 4
Main characteristics of the data acquisition system.

Signal output Sensor type Sensor range Sensor accuracy

Tower bending moment orthogonal to the spinning axis Strain gauges Full bridge ±250 Nm ±1.5 Nm
Shaft torque Torque meter ±200 Nm ±0.1 Nm
Rotational speed Absolute encoder 6000 rpm ±0.04 rad/s
Blades azimuthal position Absolute encoder Full range þ1.8� (200 rpm)

þ3.6� (400 rpm)
Air temperature RTD PT 100 From �196 �C to 300 �C ±0.012 �C
Air pressure Barometer From 800 hPa to 1060 hPa ±1 hPa

Fig. 5. Quoted drawing of the hull (dimensions in [mm]).

Fig. 6. Motorized sensor arrangement on the traversing system downstream of rotor
test section and representation of the wake measurement plane.
The sensors were traversed on a measurement grid of y � z ¼
3290 mm � 966 mm, defined by 23 points along the horizontal
(YWM) direction and 10 points along the vertical (ZWM) one,
extending from rotor equatorial plane (z/H¼ 0.5) to its lower blade
tip (z/H¼ 0). The grid was tapered towards the blade tip, to guar-
antee a proper spatial resolutionwhere a narrower wake is shed by
the troposkien rotor.
3.3. Test scheduling and data reduction

The proposed measurements were mainly performed at two
constant nominal angular velocities Un (200 rpm and 300 rpm),
varying the freestream wind velocity V∞ from a minimum value of
nearly 4 m/s to a maximum one of nearly 15 m/s.

The data acquisition system provided rough data, converted
from voltage or current to derived quantities, such as bending
moment, mechanical torque and rotational speed. A further data
processing was performed to obtain other quantities, such as gross
aerodynamic torque, power and rotor thrust (T), here assumed as
acting at rotor midspan (located at d¼ 1.435 m from the sensors, as
shown in Fig. 4) and derived from the bending moment (MT) pro-
vided by the strain gauges. Generally speaking:

T ¼ MT

d
¼ Adþ B

d
(2)

where d is the strain gauge full bridge signal, A and B are the sensor
calibration coefficients.

Even though the aerodynamic torque coefficient, defined as:

CQ ¼ Qaero

0:5rAsRV2
∞

(3)

is usually adopted as a dimensionless performance parameter in
the aerodynamics of wind turbines, in the present work dimen-
sional aerodynamic torque data are presented in order to facilitate
the comparisonwith performance predictionmodels. Nevertheless,
to provide a complete dataset of the measurement campaign, also
torque coefficient data are provided in Ref. [49]. The shaft me-
chanical torque was measured through a precision torque meter
(Qmeasured), coupled to the electric motor. Bearing losses (Qloss) were
measured and the resulting values were successively added to the
measured torque, according to:

Qaero ¼ Qmeasured þ Qloss (4)

The rotational speed (Um) and the rotor phase (azimuthal po-
sition of the reference blade) were provided by a 13 bit encoder, and
the resulting power was computed as:

Paero ¼ QaeroUm2p
60

(5)



4. Results and discussion

4.1. Raw data, power and thrust curves

Prior to discuss the results, the most relevant outcomes of the
mechanical measurements are first provided. Tables 5e8 (in
Appendix I) summarize the measured raw data for the two tested
(upright and tilted) operating conditions at 200 rpm and 300 rpm:
freestream wind velocity V∞ at the test section inlet, ambient
temperature Q and corresponding air density r, nominal Un and
measured Um rotor angular speeds, aerodynamic torque Qaero and
thrusts T in X and Y directions are here presented alongside their
uncertainties. It is to be noted that the strain-gauge bridge mea-
sures thrust components perpendicular to the rotor axis (see Fig. 3);
as a result, the TX data are referred to the intrinsic coordinate sys-
tem of the rotor and, hence, are directed in the streamwise direc-
tion only when the rotor is in upright configuration. Furthermore,
for tilted tests the strain gauge offset was recorded with tilted rotor
to find the net wind thrust, avoiding the rotor weight bending
moment component.

The overall measurement uncertainties u[95%] and the error
propagation for derived measurements, appearing in Tables 5e8 in
Appendix I, were both computed following the standard ISO ENV
13005 [50]. The reference wind speed and its uncertainty were
derived from the wind tunnel managing system before each mea-
surement. In this case, the B-uncertainty resulted the main term
and was equal to ± 0.12 m/s. In Appendix II are provided more
details about the error analysis.

The maximum Reþ and minimum Re� blade Reynolds numbers
appearing in the tables are respectively defined as:

Reþ ¼
�
V∞ þ UReq

�
c

n

Re� ¼
�
V∞ � UReq

�
c

n

(6)

and are both evaluated considering the equatorial plane, as
commonly done for troposkien rotors.

The direct quantitative analysis of the data is illuminating on
the impact of tower tilting on turbine operation. Taking as
example the measured data at 300 rmp and 9.02 m/s, a 8.2%
reduction in work extraction is registered between the VAWT in
normal operation (upright, the torque reaches 12.29 Nm) and
during the tilted one (11.28 Nm). In the same conditions, thrusts
remain almost the same, showing variations less than 5% (in up-
right condition the X-thrust reaches 97.7 N and the Y-
thrust �20.5 N, while in tilted condition X-thrust reaches 94.0 N
and Y-thrust �21.6 N). Figs. 7e10 show more clearly a comparison
between the measured power and thrust curves, for both upright
and tilted operating conditions at Un¼ 200 rpm and Un¼ 300 rpm.
The figures contain mean values and measurement uncertainties.
It is worth noting that the very small uncertainty in wind speed
vanishes in this representation.

As can be clearly seen, the measured power at Un¼ 300 rpm is
much higher than the one measured at Un¼ 200 rpm, at least for
higher freestreamwind speeds (roughly over V∞¼ 7m/s), thanks to
both a more favourable combination of the relative angles of attack
and a higher Reynolds number; as expected, the corresponding
thrusts are also increased. It is worth observing that the X forces
exerted on the rotor appear to be several times larger than the
corresponding Y ones. A reduction in power extraction of the tilted
arrangement with respect to the upright one is clearly perceived
from Figs. 7 and 9, for both tested angular velocities, at least until
the peak power curve. On the contrary, vanishing differences can be
drawn from the thrust curves (Figs. 8 and 10).
The hereby presented findings show that for troposkien rotor

architectures the torque and the thrust variation due to skewed
flow operationmay be not directly coupled (the torque reduction in
oblique flow appears to be much more pronounced than the cor-
responding thrust variation, see Figs. 7e10). This suggests that the
analytical method proposed by Ferreira et al. [51] to predict the
aerodynamic efficiency of an H-Darrieus turbine in skewed flows,
devised assuming the thrust variation to follow the same tendency
as that of the torque, is not extendable to troposkien turbine
architectures.

This finding can be explained thinking at the geometrical dif-
ferences between the straight architecture and the troposkien one:
generally speaking, VAWTs can be schematically represented by
two rotor parts, one at the windward side and one at the leeward
one; the streamtube crossing the rotor interacts twice with the
blades, the leeward side being penalized by the wakes and vortices
shed by the blades travelling in the windward one. As already
observed by Mertens [37], during skewed flow operation of an H-
Darrieus, a significant portion of the flow passes only once through
the rotor, its extension depending on both the skew angle and the
aspect ratio of the rotor (for high skew angles and low aspect ratios,
almost the whole rotor operates as two single rotor portions, thus
increasing the effective swept area and, therefore, the aerodynamic
power). Conversely, due to the specific geometry of the troposkien
rotor (roughly comparable to a sphere, as can be easily drawn from
Fig. 11), the ’clean’ interaction region observed by Mertens for
skewed H-Darrieus is not actually established; in other words, the
streamtube crosses twice the rotor also in skewed conditions.
Hence, contrarily to the findings of [34,37,40,41,43] for H-shaped
VAWTs, in which a performance increase was documented, no
extra-power is obtained due to skewed operation.
4.2. Normalized power

To provide more insights on the turbine performance, Figs. 12
and 13 represent the normalized power defined as:

CPaero ¼
Paero

0:5rAsV3
∞

(7)

as a function of the equatorial tip speed ratio:

TSReq ¼ UmReq
V∞

(8)

for both upright and tilted operating conditions. The TSReq uncer-
tainty was calculated combining the angular velocity and the wind
speed uncertainties [50]. The resulting uTSReq

value is very small and
it cannot be perceived in Figs. 12 and 13. As already well known
[52e54], a simple comparison between Figs. 12 and 13 can easily
highlight how turbine performance is strongly influenced by the
local Reynolds number experienced from each blade section.
Looking oncemore at Fig.12, it can be argued that the negative CPaero
band at low TSReqs could be very small. In other words, extrapo-
lating the proposed measurements to low TSReq values, the CPaero
could be not so small as that obtained during Sandia tests on small
VAWTs [18]. Moreover, comparing the CPaero- TSReq curve at 200 rpm
(chord Reynolds number of 1.4 � 105) to the one at 300 rpm (chord
Reynolds number of 2.5 � 105), it clearly appears that the local (i.e.
experienced by each blade section) Reynolds number strongly
promotes the energy extraction (see also [52e54]), even at low
TSReqs. The different behaviour of the hereby tested rotor is not to
be ascribed to a higher chord Reynolds number (in Ref. [18] the
chord Reynolds number ranges from 1 � 105 to 3 � 105), nor to a



Fig. 7. Comparison between power curves for the two analysed operating conditions at
Un¼ 200 rpm.
different solidity (which, again, is here comparable to the one in
Ref. [18]). On the other hand, such difference could be connected
with higher stall characteristics of the DU-06-W200 airfoil (char-
acterized by a thickness to chord ratio of 0.18) with respect to the
NACA 0012 one (adopted in Ref. [18]). This hypothesis is further
confirmed by the findings of [55] where, due to a less sensitivity to
blade separation, the computed power curve of a three-bladed
NACA 0021 rotor shifted towards lower TSR values with respect
to a three-bladed NACA 0012 rotor. As already observed by Ref. [7]
in the case of HAWTs, the application of the momentum theory to
an actuator disc representing a tilted VAWT is critical, the blade
circulation varying with its azimuthal, vertical and streamwise
position. Nonetheless, the present findings are consistent with the
simple model proposed by Scheurich and Brown [43] for evaluating
the performance of a VAWT in oblique flow (based on the swept-
wing theory, see Ref. [56,57]). According to such theory, the
component of wind speed parallel to the shaft has no effect on rotor
aerodynamics, thus determining a reduction of the effective un-
perturbed velocity perceived by the turbine, which can be simply
expressed as:

V∞;eff ¼ V∞cosg (9)

and a consequent increase of the effective tip speed ratio, in
formula:

TSReq;eff ¼
TSReq
cosg

: (10)

Assuming that the tilting does not have any impact on the rotor
aerodynamics, and the upstream velocity reduction is the unique
effect, the resulting power coefficient can be simply expressed as:

CP aero
�
TSReq;g

� ¼ CP aero

�
TSReq;eff ;0

�
cos3g (11)

As can be inferred from Figs. 12 and 13, the overall aerodynamic
performance of the rotor operating in skewed flow is lowered by
the combined effects of reduced effective unperturbed velocity and
increased effective tip speed ratio. Nevertheless, if the reduction
dependent on cosg - eqn. (9) - always decreases the aerodynamic
efficiency over the whole range of operating conditions, the higher
effective tip speed ratio - eqn. (10) - could also increase the rotor
performance (depending on the sensitivity of CPaero on TSReq).

Interestingly, eqn. (11) predicts the decay of rotor performance
due to tilting in relatively good approximation, as the theoretical
results lie within the band of uncertainty of tilted rotor measure-
ments for most of the operating range. This is probably dependent
on the troposkien architecture that, as discussed in the previous
section, minimizes the sensitivity of rotor aerodynamics on skew;
in such a configuration, it is reasonable that the main impact of
tilting is on the effective incoming velocity; for these same reasons,
it is expected that such a result is not extendable to straight VAWTs.
Fig. 8. Comparison between thrusts for the two analysed operating conditions at
Un¼ 200 rpm.
4.3. Rotor wake measurements

To provide a quantitative description of the wake, Fig. 14 shows
the distribution of the time-mean velocity magnitude (averaged
over several rotor revolutions) on a vertical plane located 1.5 di-
ameters downstream of the turbine axis. Starting from the peak
power curve described in the previous section, wake measure-
ments are hereby proposed for the upright rotor arrangement at
the angular velocity of Un¼ 300 rpm (corresponding to an unper-
turbed wind speed of 9.0m/s), as well as for the tilted configuration
at the same operating conditions.

Thanks to the flow symmetry with respect to the equatorial
plane, measurements on the upright configuration are performed
only for the lower half of the rotor (up to z/H¼ 0.5); for the tilted
arrangement case, where vertical symmetry does not hold, rotor
height was investigated from Ref. z/H¼ 0.5 up to z/H¼ 0.6 (namely,
the maximum extension available of the vertical traversing).

The wakes roughly resemble the swept area of the troposkien
rotor, showing a dramatic narrowing towards the hub, where it
merges with the wake of the shaft. The wake also exhibits a rele-
vant horizontal asymmetry, resulting more extended towards
negative Y, where higher velocity defects are also found. As
observed by Ferreira et al. [40] and, more recently, by Dossena et al.
[48], this asymmetry in induced velocity distribution depends on
the different relative wind speed that establishes on the blade
profiles when they travel on the two sides of the machine. During a
full revolution, the interaction of one blade with the wind can be
divided into a ’downwind’ phase (0< y/Req < 0.5) and an ’upwind’



Fig. 9. Comparison between power curves for the two analysed operating conditions
at Un¼ 300 rpm.

Fig. 10. Comparison between thrusts for the two analysed operating conditions at
Un¼ 300 rpm.

Fig. 11. Visual comparison between the swept area of the upright rotor (continuous l
one (�0.5<y/Req<0): in the upwind phase the blades travel against
the wind speed, resulting in a more favourable and less fluctuating
blade incidence with respect to the one established during the
downwind phase. From this perspective, the larger wake recorded
for negative y/Req can be explained as a result of the more effective
work extraction process occurring in the upwind phase.

The general shape of the wake is conserved when the rotor is
tilted; however, the lower aerodynamic efficiency of the tilted rotor
is readily perceived comparing Fig. 14-top and Fig. 14-bottom: the
higher power extraction of the upright arrangement clearly results
in a larger momentum loss and, consequently, a lower velocity in
thewake. Moreover, thewake slightly changes its shape close to the
hub, where it further enlarges towards negative y/Req with respect
to its upfront counterpart. These results indicate that the tilting
does have an impact on the rotor aerodynamics, mostly confined in
the hub region of the machine as found for H-shaped Darrieus in
skewed flows; however, since in troposkien rotors most of thework
is exchanged in the midspan region, the quantitative contribution
of these effects on the overall power is limited. This further justifies
the assumption that, for troposkien VAWTs, the most relevant ef-
fect of tilting is the change in effective upstream wind speed and
not the alteration in the rotor aerodynamics.

To highlight the turbulence properties of the wake, Fig. 15 re-
ports the distribution of turbulence intensity (based on the
streamwise turbulent velocity component) on the measurement
traverses downstream of the rotor. Considering the very low tur-
bulence intensity in the turbine incoming flow (below 1%), the plots
here reported can be regarded as the turbulence generated by the
viscous effects activated on the turbine profiles and on the rotor
shaft, as well as the one arising from the mixing process occurring
in the near wake.

To determine the turbulence intensity, the phase-resolved ve-
locity component (i.e., the one connected to the blade passing
frequency) was first eliminated from the instantaneous velocity
signal; the resulting ’unresolved’ unsteady fluctuation can be
interpreted as the turbulent velocity component in streamwise
direction, whose root mean square sV is here used to quantify the
turbulence intensity as follows:

ITU ¼ sV
V∞

(12)

The turbulence intensity fields allow to properly identify the
margins of the wake, as an increase of turbulence is registered in
the whole wake region with respect to that of the external flow.
ine) and the vertical projection of the swept area of the tilted one (dashed line).



Fig. 12. Rotor power coefficient, eqn. (7), as a function of the equivalent tip speed ratio
for the two analysed operating conditions at Un¼ 200 rpm; the power coefficient
derived from the simple theory by Ref. [43], computed according eqns. (10) and (11), is
also shown.

Fig. 13. Rotor power coefficient, eqn. (7), as a function of the equivalent tip speed ratio
for the two analysed operating conditions at Un¼ 300 rpm; the power coefficient
derived from the simple theory by Ref. [43], computed according eqns. (10) and (11), is
also shown (the same scale of the Un¼ 200 rpm case is adopted).
However, large disuniformities are found within the wake: higher
turbulence is detected on the wake edges, where the onset of shear
layers between the wake and the outer flow promotes turbulent
mixing, and close to the wake centreline, where the viscous wake
shed by the shaft reaches the measurement traverse. In-between
these high-turbulence regions, and far from the rotor hub, the
turbulence intensity reduces significantly on both the wake sides,
approaching the values of the external undisturbed flow.

The most striking gradients are found moving towards the rotor
hub, where the lateral shear layer of the wake merges with the
viscous wake of the shaft, resulting in the highest peaks of turbu-
lence intensity. The hub wake exhibits a highly non-symmetrical
character, much higher turbulence being generated in the ’down-
wind’ side of the wake. This is probably due to the very low tip
speed ratio locally established in the hub of the troposkien turbine:
in this part of the machine, and in particular during the downwind
part of the revolution, the blades experience the largest incidence
oscillations, being prone to dynamic stall which triggers a severe
turbulence production in the wake. The distributions reported in
Fig. 15 indicate that, for the rotor operating in upright conditions,
highly turbulent phenomena characterize the downwind side of
the wake only below 25% of the rotor span, while very low turbu-
lence is found in the midspan region. When the rotor is tilted, a
similar pattern is observed even though the high turbulence region
in the downwind side of the wake is more elongated spanwise and
nearly reaches midspan; the tilting does alter the incidence on the
blades (due to the reduction of active wind speed related to cosg),
and its impact is likely to be more pronounced in the downwind
part of the revolution when the profiles are prone to stall. This is a
further indication that, for troposkien turbine configurations, the
tilting has a negative impact on aerodynamic performance.

5. Conclusions

The first experimental investigation of a Darrieus VAWT oper-
ating in skewed flow was presented. The effect of tower tilting on
rotor aerodynamics and performance was investigated by means of
a comprehensive measurement campaign, with the aim of repro-
ducing the operation in skewed flow of a floating VAWT at its
maximum allowable pitch angle (15�). A substantial lack of exper-
imental data was recognized related to offshore semi-submersible
installations; a comparison with measurements on H-VAWTs
operating in skewed flowwas nonetheless achieved, by resorting to
previous experimental campaigns aiming at the investigation of
wind energy conversion systems placed on top of high-rise
buildings.

Specific care was taken in the description of the experimental
set-up and of the measured data, providing a full set of information
about the modelling of both rotor and test arrangement, as well as
the boundary conditions to be imposed for reproducing the pre-
sented results, in view of future computational investigations. To
also provide a quantitative description of the wake, both the ve-
locity and turbulence intensity distributions measured on a vertical
plane located 1.5 diameters downstream of the rotor shaft were
reported.

Despite the limitations of the scaled rotor model (primarily the
inability to match the Reynolds numbers of the full-scale machine),
the results here presented clearly show that hypotheses drawn
about skewed flow operation from available data on H-VAWTs
cannot be extended to troposkien turbine configurations.

As the geometry of the troposkien rotor is roughly comparable
to a sphere, a very small variation of the energy extraction area was
registered as a consequence of the shaft inclination. Hence,
contrarily to what found by authors focused on H-VAWTs, no
increment of power output was obtained when passing from up-
right to tilted operation. In fact, the present findings are consistent
with a very simple model, based on the swept-wing theory, that
evaluates the performance of a VAWT in oblique flow by assuming
that the component of wind speed parallel to the shaft has no effect
on rotor aerodynamics. Accordingly, the tilting produces a reduc-
tion of the effective unperturbed velocity perceived by the turbine
as well as an increase of its effective tip speed ratio and a reduction
of power coefficient. Moreover, in contrast to other authors' find-
ings, the torque reduction in oblique flow appears to be muchmore
pronounced than the corresponding thrust variation.

The flow configuration in the wake appears to be consistent
with these findings. The midspan region of the wake is weakly
affected by the tilting, even though a reduction of induced velocity
is observed when the rotor is inclined, in line with the model
prediction. The impact of the shaft inclination is more relevant in



Fig. 14. Time-mean velocity magnitude (normalized with the unperturbed wind speed
at the test section entrance) on a vertical plane located 1.5 diameters downstream of
the test section (observed looking downstream through the rotor), for different
operating conditions (the projection of rotor swept area is also represented by means
of continuous black lines).
the hub region of the wake, as occurs for H-VAWTs; however, the
highly tapered shape of the troposkien rotor does not allow to
exploit the potential of the ’clean’ part of the flow in this region,
which provides a modest contribution to the power exchange;
conversely, the aerodynamics of this region seems to be further
penalized by the inclination, as marked by a net increase of tur-
bulence intensity.

Beside these initial findings, focused on the time-mean char-
acterization of the VAWT aerodynamics, the here presented test
Fig. 15. Time-mean turbulence contours on a vertical plane located 1.5 diameters
downstream of the test section (observed looking downstream through the rotor), for
different operating conditions (the projection of rotor swept area is also represented by
means of continuous black lines).
arrangement has the potential for deeper investigations on the
unsteady evolution of both performance and loads during rotor
revolution, as well as the characterization of the wake meandering
downstream of the rotor test section. Plans are undergoing to
further explore the three dimensional features of both upright and
tilted rotor wakes, as well as their time-periodic evolution, by
resorting to an integrated experimental and CFD campaign, with
the aim of further understanding the aerodynamics of skewed
VAWT operation.
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List of main symbols
Latin
As rotor swept area [m2]
As,tilted tilted rotor swept area [m2]
B rotor blade number [�]
c airfoil chord length [m]
CX rotor X thrust coefficient [�]
CY rotor Y thrust coefficient [�]
CP,aero aerodynamic power coefficient [�]
CP,eff effective aerodynamic power coefficient [�]
CQ aerodynamic torque coefficient [�]
d distance between strain-gauges and rotor mid span [m]
H rotor height [m]
Hwt wind tunnel height [m]
ITU turbulence intensity [%]
Iz rotor moment of inertia around shaft [kg m2]
L blade length [m]
M rotor weight [kg]
Qaero aerodynamic torque [Nm]
Paero aerodynamic power [W]
Reþ maximum blade Reynolds number ¼ (V∞þUReq) c/n [�]
Re� minimum blade Reynolds number ¼ (V∞ � UReq) c/n [�]
Req equatorial rotor radius [m]
t airfoil thickness [m]
TSReq, eff effective tip speed ratio ¼ TSReq/cosg [�]
TSReq equatorial tip speed ratio ¼ Un Req/V∞ [�]
TSRmax equatorial tip speed ratio of maximum power coefficient

[�]
TX rotor X thrust [N]
TY rotor Y thrust [N]
uQaero aerodynamic torque uncertainty [Nm]
uTX X thrust uncertainty [N]
uTY Y thrust uncertainty [N]
uV∞ velocity uncertainty [m/s]
uQ temperature uncertainty [�C]
ur density uncertainty [kg/m3]
uUm

angular velocity uncertainty [rpm]
uTSR tip speed ratio uncertainty [�]
V local streamwise velocity measured on the vertical plane

located 1.5 diameters downstream of the test section [m/
s]

V∞ freestream speed [m/s]
V∞,eff effective freestream speed ¼ V∞ cosg [m/s]
Wwt wind tunnel width [m]



z local rotor height [m]
z0 ground roughness length [m]

Greek
b rotor diameter/height ratio ¼ H/2 Req [�]
g tilt angle [�]
ε 3D geometric blockage [%]
Q freestream temperature [�C]
n freestream kinematic viscosity [m2/s]
r freestream density [kg/m3]
s rotor solidity ¼ B L c/As [�]
sV standard deviation of the local streamwise velocity [m/s]
Um measured rotor angular velocity [rpm]
Un nominal rotor angular velocity [rpm]

Coordinate system
x, y, z coordinates
X, Y, Z turbine axis system
XWP, YWP, ZWP wake measurement axis system

Acronyms
BAWT building augmented wind turbine
BEM blade element momentum
CFD computational fluid dynamics
Table 5
Upright rotor at Un ¼ 200 rpm.

V∞

[m/s]
uV∞ ½95%�
[m/s]

Q
[�C]

uQ[95%]
[�C]

r

[kg/m3]
ur[95%]
[kg/m3]

Um

[rpm]
uUm

½95%�
[rpm]

Qaer

[Nm

4.00 0.12 20.7 0.1 1.179 0.002 200.7 0.2 �0.5
4.47 0.12 21.6 0.1 1.174 0.002 200.7 0.1 0.4
5.01 0.12 20.6 0.1 1.179 0.002 200.7 0.7 1.8
5.24 0.12 21.4 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.5 0.1 2.5
5.48 0.12 20.8 0.1 1.176 0.002 200.7 0.2 3.1
5.72 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.174 0.002 200.5 0.1 3.8
6.05 0.12 20.6 0.1 1.179 0.002 200.7 0.1 4.4
6.24 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.174 0.002 200.5 0.3 4.7
6.50 0.12 20.8 0.1 1.176 0.002 200.7 0.1 5.1
7.12 0.12 20.8 0.1 1.178 0.002 200.7 0.1 5.9
8.11 0.12 20.8 0.1 1.178 0.002 200.7 0.2 6.6
9.09 0.12 20.9 0.1 1.177 0.002 200.7 0.1 7.2
10.05 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.176 0.002 200.7 0.2 7.4
11.00 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.175 0.002 200.7 0.1 6.7
11.98 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.175 0.002 200.7 0.2 6.8
13.06 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.175 0.002 200.7 0.2 7.4
14.01 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.174 0.002 200.5 0.1 7.5
15.05 0.12 21.1 0.1 1.168 0.002 200.4 0.0 7.7

Table 6
Tilted rotor at Un ¼ 200 rpm.

V∞

[m/s]
uV∞ ½95%�
[m/s]

Q
[�C]

uQ[95%]
[�C]

r

[kg/m3]
ur[95%]
[kg/m3]

Um

[rpm]
uUm

½95%�
[rpm]

Qae

[Nm

4.47 0.12 20.9 0.1 1.175 0.002 200.7 0.2 0.38
5.07 0.12 21.1 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.7 0.1 1.64
5.51 0.12 20.7 0.1 1.175 0.002 200.6 0.1 2.81
6.03 0.12 21.1 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.7 0.2 3.72
6.49 0.12 20.7 0.1 1.175 0.002 200.6 0.1 4.67
7.04 0.12 21.1 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.7 0.1 5.31
8.08 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.6 0.1 6.20
9.04 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.6 0.3 6.83
10.05 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.6 0.2 6.94
11.01 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.6 0.1 6.57
12.01 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.6 0.2 7.14
13.01 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.6 0.3 7.17
13.99 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.173 0.002 200.6 0.1 7.45
DoE department of energy
HAWT horizontal axis wind turbine
H-Darrieus straight bladed Darrieus wind turbine
LCoE levelized cost of energy
PIV particle image velocimetry
SGAP strain gauges application point
VAWT vertical axis wind turbine
VTM vorticity transport model
WECS wind energy conversion system
Appendix I. Tabular experimental data

This section presents the results of the tests carried out on the 3-
bladed Darrieus wind turbine in the open chamber wind tunnel.
Measurements at rotor angular speed of 200 rpm (approximately
corresponding to a Reynolds number of 1.4 � 105) are collected in
Table 5 (rotor in upright position) and Table 6 (in tilted position),
while the ones taken at rotor angular speed of 300 rpm (approxi-
mately corresponding to a Reynolds number of 2.1 � 105) are
collected in Table 7 (rotor in upright position) and Table 8 (in tilted
position). The meaning of the nomenclature here adopted is fully
detailed in the paper and in the list of symbols.
o

]
uQaero

½95%�
[Nm]

TX [N] uTX ½95%�
[N]

TY [N] uTY ½95%�
[N]

Reþ [�] Re� [�]

8 0.13 19.2 0.6 �5.4 0.5 1.6Eþ 05 1.1Eþ 05
4 0.14 23.5 0.6 �6.0 0.5 1.7Eþ 05 1.1Eþ 05
2 0.15 31.0 0.7 �6.7 0.5 1.7Eþ 05 1.1Eþ 05
3 0.14 33.1 0.6 �7.2 0.5 1.7Eþ 05 1.0Eþ 05
8 0.14 35.5 0.7 �7.7 0.5 1.7Eþ 05 1.0Eþ 05
2 0.14 38.8 0.7 �8.4 0.5 1.7Eþ 05 1.0Eþ 05
8 0.13 43.3 0.7 �9.4 0.5 1.8Eþ 05 9.9Eþ 04
2 0.13 44.2 0.7 �10.3 0.5 1.8Eþ 05 9.7Eþ 04
2 0.13 46.6 0.7 �10.9 0.5 1.8Eþ 05 9.6Eþ 04
2 0.14 53.7 0.8 �11.7 0.5 1.8Eþ 05 9.2Eþ 04
6 0.13 62.3 0.9 �13.6 0.5 1.9Eþ 05 8.5Eþ 04
3 0.13 70.6 0.9 �16.2 0.6 2.0Eþ 05 7.9Eþ 04
4 0.14 77.5 0.9 �19.7 0.6 2.0Eþ 05 7.3Eþ 04
3 0.13 84.9 1.0 �25.3 0.6 2.1Eþ 05 6.7Eþ 04
5 0.13 94.4 1.0 �29.2 0.7 2.1Eþ 05 6.0Eþ 04
1 0.14 105.5 1.1 �32.7 0.7 2.2Eþ 05 5.3Eþ 04
9 0.13 114.5 1.1 �36.0 0.7 2.3Eþ 05 4.7Eþ 04
3 0.13 126.1 1.2 �40.5 0.7 2.3Eþ 05 4.0Eþ 04

ro

]
uQaero

½95%�
[Nm]

TX
[N]

uTX ½95%�
[N]

TY [N] uTY ½95%�
[N]

Reþ [�] Re� [�]

0.13 24.4 0.6 �6.3 0.5 1.7Eþ 05 1.1Eþ 05
0.15 30.4 0.7 �7.0 0.5 1.7Eþ 05 1.0Eþ 05
0.13 35.8 0.7 �8.7 0.5 1.7Eþ 05 1.0Eþ 05
0.13 41.1 0.7 �9.8 0.5 1.8Eþ 05 9.9Eþ 04
0.13 46.1 0.7 �11.4 0.5 1.8Eþ 05 9.6Eþ 04
0.13 50.7 0.8 �12.4 0.5 1.8Eþ 05 9.2Eþ 04
0.13 58.8 0.8 �14.8 0.6 1.9Eþ 05 8.5Eþ 04
0.13 66.4 0.9 �17.2 0.6 2.0Eþ 05 7.9Eþ 04
0.14 75.2 1.0 �20.9 0.6 2.0Eþ 05 7.3Eþ 04
0.13 82.5 1.0 �26.0 0.6 2.1Eþ 05 6.7Eþ 04
0.14 91.5 1.0 �29.5 0.7 2.2Eþ 05 6.0Eþ 04
0.14 101.4 1.1 �33.6 0.7 2.2Eþ 05 5.4Eþ 04
0.14 110.8 1.2 �37.1 0.7 2.3Eþ 05 4.7Eþ 04



Table 8
Tilted rotor at Un ¼ 300 rpm.

V∞

[m/s]
uV∞ ½95%�
[m/s]

Q
[�C]

uQ[95%]
[�C]

r

[kg/m3]
ur[95%]
[kg/m3]

Um

[rpm]
uUm

½95%�
[rpm]

Qaero

[Nm]
uQaero

½95%�
[Nm]

TX [N] uTX ½95%�
[N]

TY [N] uTY ½95%�
[N]

Reþ [�] Re� [�]

5.10 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.173 0.002 300.3 0.1 �2.21 0.13 29.4 0.7 �9.6 0.6 2.4Eþ 05 1.7Eþ 05
6.04 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.173 0.002 300.3 0.3 �0.11 0.15 43.5 0.8 �11.3 0.6 2.4Eþ 05 1.7Eþ 05
7.01 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.172 0.002 300.2 0.1 3.08 0.14 60.4 1.0 �13.7 0.6 2.5Eþ 05 1.6Eþ 05
7.96 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.172 0.002 300.1 0.1 5.84 0.16 76.4 1.0 �16.7 0.6 2.6Eþ 05 1.5Eþ 05
9.02 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.167 0.002 300.3 0.1 11.28 0.25 94.0 1.2 �21.6 0.6 2.6Eþ 05 1.5Eþ 05
9.98 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.167 0.002 300.3 0.3 14.52 0.15 108.3 1.2 �26.1 0.7 2.7Eþ 05 1.4Eþ 05
10.92 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.167 0.002 300.3 0.1 16.88 0.13 120.3 1.2 �30.2 0.7 2.8Eþ 05 1.4Eþ 05
11.94 0.12 21.3 0.1 1.167 0.002 300.4 0.4 18.25 0.18 131.6 1.4 �35.4 0.9 2.8Eþ 05 1.3Eþ 05
12.99 0.12 21.4 0.1 1.167 0.002 300.4 0.0 19.73 0.16 144.0 1.4 �40.3 0.8 2.9Eþ 05 1.2Eþ 05
13.95 0.12 21.4 0.1 1.167 0.002 300.4 0.1 20.65 0.18 155.7 1.6 �45.5 0.8 3.0Eþ 05 1.2Eþ 05
14.94 0.12 21.4 0.1 1.167 0.002 300.4 0.3 21.49 0.14 167.4 1.7 �50.1 0.9 3.0Eþ 05 1.1Eþ 05

Table 7
Upright rotor at Un ¼ 300 rpm.

V∞

[m/s]
uV∞ ½95%�
[m/s]

Q
[�C]

uQ[95%]
[�C]

r

[kg/m3]
ur[95%]
[kg/m3]

Um

[rpm]
uUm

½95%�
[rpm]

Qaero

[Nm]
uQaero

½95%�
[Nm]

TX [N] uTX ½95%�
[N]

TY [N] uTY ½95%�
[N]

Reþ [�] Re� [�]

3.97 0.12 21.2 0.1 1.174 0.002 305.4 0.1 �3.62 0.13 18.5 0.6 �8.2 0.4 2.4Eþ 05 1.8Eþ 05
4.99 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.175 0.002 300.1 0.2 �2.33 0.14 28.3 0.6 �9.5 0.4 2.4Eþ 05 1.7Eþ 05
5.99 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.175 0.002 300.1 0.1 0.00 0.13 43.3 0.7 �11.4 0.4 2.4Eþ 05 1.7Eþ 05
6.50 0.12 21.1 0.1 1.168 0.002 300.1 0.1 1.59 0.13 52.3 0.8 �12.8 0.4 2.5Eþ 05 1.6Eþ 05
6.99 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.174 0.002 300.1 0.2 3.37 0.20 61.7 0.8 �13.6 0.4 2.5Eþ 05 1.6Eþ 05
7.49 0.12 21.1 0.1 1.168 0.002 300.1 0.1 5.46 0.15 70.4 0.9 �15.3 0.4 2.5Eþ 05 1.6Eþ 05
8.01 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.170 0.002 300.0 0.1 7.82 0.16 80.5 1.0 �16.4 0.4 2.6Eþ 05 1.5Eþ 05
8.48 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.169 0.002 300.1 0.1 9.88 0.14 88.2 1.0 �18.9 0.4 2.6Eþ 05 1.5Eþ 05
9.00 0.12 20.9 0.1 1.170 0.002 300.0 0.1 12.29 0.14 97.7 1.1 �20.5 0.4 2.6Eþ 05 1.5Eþ 05
9.43 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.169 0.002 300.1 0.1 14.10 0.17 104.5 1.2 �23.1 0.4 2.7Eþ 05 1.4Eþ 05
10.02 0.12 20.8 0.1 1.170 0.002 300.0 0.1 16.28 0.15 114.0 1.2 �25.9 0.4 2.7Eþ 05 1.4Eþ 05
10.91 0.12 20.9 0.1 1.169 0.002 300.0 0.1 18.66 0.17 126.6 1.2 �30.0 0.4 2.8Eþ 05 1.4Eþ 05
11.90 0.12 20.9 0.1 1.169 0.002 300.0 0.1 20.07 0.14 138.0 1.3 �34.9 0.4 2.8Eþ 05 1.3Eþ 05
13.01 0.12 21.0 0.1 1.169 0.002 300.0 0.2 20.59 0.14 150.7 1.5 �41.0 0.4 2.9Eþ 05 1.2Eþ 05
14.03 0.12 21.1 0.1 1.168 0.002 300.0 0.1 21.47 0.13 162.8 1.5 �46.5 0.5 3.0Eþ 05 1.2Eþ 05
15.01 0.12 21.1 0.1 1.168 0.002 300.0 0.1 22.02 0.14 174.8 1.5 �52.1 0.4 3.0Eþ 05 1.1Eþ 05
Appendix II. Uncertainty analysis

A measurement uncertainty analysis was conducted by resort-
ing to the standard ISO ENV 13005 Guide to the expression of Un-
certainty in Measurement [50]. The methodology is deeply
explained in the adopted standard and is not here reported again
for brevity's sake: just a few words of explanation are here pro-
posed in order to allow a better comprehension in the Reader.

All the variables measured during the experimental tests
(collected in Table 4) were monitored focusing to the steady char-
acterization of the DeepWind demonstrator. Most of them are
affected by a large dispersion of the measured values during each
rotor revolution, because of the peculiar VAWT aerodynamic
behaviour. In order to evaluate the magnitude of the uncertainty,
the data reduction process was performed as follows:

� for each test (characterized by a rotor angular speed and a wind
tunnel speed), the measured time series were divided into 1-
revolution bins and all the bin mean values were computed.
Starting from these bin mean values, the final averaged
measured data were then computed, and the results were re-
ported in Tables 5e8;

� in the same manner, the standard deviation and the type A
measurement uncertainty were determined. In this way, the
standard deviation contains information about the measure-
ment unsteadiness (uncertainty of repeatability) and not about
the turbine aerodynamic unsteadiness. The computed standard
uncertainty resulted very small, thanks both to the high-
performing wind tunnel and VAWT controller devices;

� in order to perform a more conservative error evaluation, the
type B uncertainties were also calculated, sensors accuracy were
taken by the manufacturer data sheets (as assessed in the ISO
ENV 13005 [50]) and assuming a data rectangular distribution;

� the expected uncertainty u[95%], having a 95% level of confi-
dence, was then determined and the results were collected in
Tables 5e8;

� finally, according to Chapter 5 of [50], the combined standard
uncertainty of the derived measurements (as P, T, TSReq and CPaero
values) was determined. Once again, the resulting expected
uncertainty u[95%] was evaluated, and a graphical representation
of the results was reported in Figs. 7, 9, 12 and 13.
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